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Comic Books Will Never be the Same Again 

Visionbooks brings static comics to life through revolutionary animation 

NEW YORK, March 26, 2014 - What happens when you combine conventional comic books with 

cutting-edge technology? Visionbooks!  Visionbooks revolutionizes comic book reading by transforming 

one-dimensional comic books into a digital animation experience.   

Visionbooks created a completely new experience for comic fans, while preserving the original narrative 

and layout found in paper comics. Visionbooks’ new digital-technology brings illustrated panels to life 

with dimensional action and is the most advanced motion-illustration developed within the comic book 

industry so far.  

Visionbooks proudly announces partnerships with well-known publishers, and continues to sign on new 

partners who want to implement this technology. Current projects include:  Asylum Press, Arcana, Real 

Interface Studios, A.P.N.G. Enterprises, Vanquish Interactive, Pavesio and Cavalletto.   

Visionbooks will release a collection of comics including:  Farmhouse
®
, Fearless Dawn

®
, Zombie 

Terrors
®
, Kade: Original Sun

®
, The Steam Engines of Oz

®
, NEW-GEN

®
, Pandora: End of Days

®
, Telikos 

Protocol
®
, Termite Bianca

®
, Upon the Cross

®
 and Stadium

®
.  

"We are very excited to be part of Visionbooks -- their technology makes Asylum Press' comics jump off 

the page with all sorts of effects. A new dimension for comics has been opened and its name is 

Visionbooks,” offered partner Frank Forte, Asylum Press.  

 

“It's amazing how this technology immerses readers into the comic book world. We are already working 

on series beyond Kade and Steam Engines of Oz,” added Sean O’Reilly, Arcana Comics. 

 

“Visionbooks' creates a cinematic reading experience that engages the next generation of new comic book 

fans,” said Chris Matonti, A.P.N.G. Enterprises. 

 

Visionbooks uses cloud computing to save device memory space, the application is free download from 

the Apple Store and will soon be available for the Android platform.  

Visionbooks currently features comics that are available free of charge. Go to http://bit.ly/1gWDqwU to 

download a copy.  

“We are passionate fans of comic books, and we wanted to bring something new, engaging and dynamic 

to this platform,” said Visionbooks founder, Francesco Scrufari. 

“With our technology, this very traditional medium is delivered in a new, enriched and even more 

expressive format,” added Visionbooks co-founder, Simone Offredo.  

http://bit.ly/1gWDqwU


For more information visit: http://www.visionbooks.co 

Follow Visionbooks on Twitter https://twitter.com/VisionbooksApp 

Like Visionbooks on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/VisionbooksApp 

Check out Visionbooks on Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/visionbooksapp  

About Visionbooks: Visionbooks is a division of Visionborne Inc.  Founded in 2012, Visionborne created a ground breaking 

technology, Armid that turns static editorial content into enriched, vibrant and skillfully animated format. Visionbooks believes 

in the universal language of comics and strive to provide artists and writers the best, most innovative means of getting their 

message across to others. Prior to launching Visionbooks, Francesco Scrufari and Simone Offredo, founded Ulixe, a well-

recognized European provider of web-based services and international solutions for  the banking and industrial sectors.  
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